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Energy transit with China 

 



Oil (2013) 

Output: 208 million tons = 4.16 bpd 

Apparent consumption: 488 million tons = 9.76 bpd 

Import : 280 million tons 

 

Dependency on foreign oil : 57%  



Gas (2014) 

Output : 130.8 bcm 

Apparent consumption : 181.6 bcm 

 

Denpendency on foreign gas : over 30% 
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China Russia pipelines  

 



 

China Burma pipelines  
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Opportunity for energy transit 

cooperation? 

• High dependency of energy Industry 

• Energy being the priority of OBOR 

construction 



 

 

 

Energy Transit Risks 
 



Energy cooperation risks 

• Political: 

– High sensitivity 

• Economic: 

– High investment risks  



Example: Energy cooperation risks in Central Asia 

The high risks of energy cooperation are reflected clearly 
especially in Central Asia. 

•In terms of economics 
– Central Asia’s private investments are not enough, 

investment in energy field is mainly from SOEs.  

– After the economic crisis, the price fluctuation in international 
energy market influences the stability of Central Asia’s energy 
supply.  

•In terms of politics 

Central Asia’s geopolitical situation is complicated.  
– Internally 

• splittism  

• extremism 

• Terrorists  

– Externally 
• Russia，America: 

• The relationships between major countries 

 



Energy transit regulation risks 

• Core interest of related stakeholders is different 

– Import countries: already invested a lot in energy export 

and transit countries, want stable supply of energy 

products. Undertake the highest risk, have the most 

concern over stable energy transit.  

– Transit countries: not enough interest in maintaining 

energy transit pipelines, unless benefit from energy 

transit projects. 

– Export countries: pay more attention to stable export and 

influx of foreign capital. Aborigines and local 

communities of resource countries concern more about 

whether energy investment can bring them benefit.  



Energy transit regulation risks 

• In energy transit regulation, legal problems, political 

problems, economical problems and social problems 

are intertwined.  

– Energy transit cooperation is a series of economic issues of 

purchasing and supplying. 

– Energy transit cooperation relies on sound political 

relationship among countries.  

– Energy transit cooperation involve upstream of energy transit 

projects and local communities. 



Energy transit regulation risks 

• Two levels of framework in energy transit regulation: 

International Law and Domestic Law. No unified energy 

transit legal rule system yet. Examples: 

– The fifth part of “The United Nations Convention on The Law of 

the Sea” 1982 has stipulated submarine pipeline activity rules, 

the tenth part has particularly stipulated the land pipeline 

transit system;  

– “Energy Charter Treaty” 1994 contains particular energy transit 

articles and makes Principle of Non-interference clear. But the 

negotiations of energy transit protocol under this article have 

not been concluded because of the divergence between 

Russia and EU.  

– GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) also applies 

to energy trade, thus energy transit disputes related to trade 

are applied to the dispute settlement mechanism under WTO.  

– There are some countries signed inter government agreements 

or treaties of energy transit too. America and Canada, Britain 

and Ireland.  



Energy transit regulation risks 

• Common principles in International Law governing 

energy transit:  

– Principle of Freedom of Transit 

– Principle of Non-Discrimination 

– Principle of Non-interference  



Example: Legal framework between China and Central Asia 

• There are inter-governmental agreement between 

China and Central Asia, but without differentiation of 

disputes, and negotiation is the only way of settlement.  

• WTO mechanism can be applied to energy, including 

transit, but Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan are 

not member of WTO. 

• There are BITs between China and Central Asia 

countries, but are old with low protection. 

• Central Asia countries are all contracting parties of 

ECT, but China not. Transit article under ECT and 

dispute settlement mechanism does not apply to 

China. 



 

 

 

Energy Transit Dispute and 
Settlement Mechanism 
 
 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

• Political reasons 

– Main factors troubled energy cooperation. Example:  

– Turbulence in Central Asia influence not only trade and 

investment between China and Central Asia, but also 

stability of Northwest China.  

– Central Asia countries are in a period of social transition, 

economic development is not stable enough and domestic 

groups have interest conflicts.  Color revolution.  

– The geopolitics environment in Central Asia is complicated, 

great powers remain considerable influence and strategy 

existence. E.g. China and Russia lack effective coordination 

in gas import. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

• Economic reasons 

– Disagreements on conditions reached due to market 

environment change. Typical situation is energy export 

countries demand a raise of energy transit price because of 

price fluctuation in energy market, capital shortage caused 

by economic crises and worse economic situation of 

exporting countries. 

– Regulation environment changes due to domestic 

regulation system change. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

• Technical reasons 

– Mainly are transit stoppage due to technical reasons during 

engineering construction, maintaining and operation of 

energy transit. 

– Energy pipeline technology: engineering indicators required 

to be met by oil, gas and coal transit pipeline, e.g. the 

diameter of pipelines decides energy volume, the actual 

pressure bearing ability decides pipeline security, the route 

and the techniques decides the loss of energy transit. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

• Social group conflict reasons 

– Local communities not directly involved compare to foreign 

investors and host country government or SOEs. Example: 

– Communities conflicts in Central Asia countries.  

– Government corruption and multinational corporation 

crime. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

• Environmental 

– Earth or ocean pollution caused by energy transit pipeline 

leakage. 

– Example: fragile ecosystem of Central Asia countries and 

northwest China. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• Local remedy 

• Diplomatic negotiation 

• Mediation 

• International arbitration  

• International adjudication 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• Local remedy 

– Default settlement mechanism of international energy 

disputes.  

– Energy transit disputes should be settled by local judicial 

institutions unless otherwise stated by other international 

treaties or relevant contracts, particularly, some energy 

transit disputes are possibly of high political sensitivity and 

high social influence. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• Local remedy 

– malpractices of domestic law system:  

– domestic law system is hard to be trusted by investors: operation of 

local law system is not very transparent; difficult to observe and 

judge whether obligations of related international treaties is fulfilled 

through the practice of domestic law. (high transparency of local 

law system of two countries have low cost of observing each other). 

Example: 

• China: “Rules of land oil exploitation of foreign cooperation” 

• Turkmenistan: “The Law of Oil and Gas Resources” 

• Kazakhstan: “The Law of Investment” 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• Diplomatic negotiation 

– The most general and efficient way: sovereign states 

governments negotiate directly; of national fundamental 

interests and security. Example: 

– Gas dispute between Russia and Ukraine. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 
• Diplomatic negotiation 

– Flexible to be launched: no agreements beforehand is need; all 

parties normally abide by the agreement automatically.  

– Buts:  

• High political sensibility.  

• Limited function when the two countries have close political 

relationship or the home country is weak. 

• Low efficiency.  

– First step of reaching peace settlement of related energy 

disputes, interact with mediation and international arbitration. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• Mediation 

– Third-party involvement is the biggest difference compare to 

diplomatic negotiation.  

– Third-party involvement changes the assessment and 

contrast of each side, enlarges the possibility of dispute 

reconciliation.  

– The success of mediation depends largely on the strength 

and good will of third-party: only when the third-party is 

powerful and with strong policy initiative can mediation be 

done effectively. 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• International arbitration and International adjudication 

– Article 297 of “United Nations Convention on The Law of The 

Sea” stipulates that “when dispute occurred in regard to the free 

use of the rights specified in article 58 of navigation, overflight 

or laying submarine cables and pipelines of contracting parties, 

dispute resolution mechanism including international court 

judgment under the Convention should be applied.”  

– Similarly, “Energy Charter Treaty” also provides international 

arbitration mechanism: if there is dispute between the investor 

and the host country where the investment project  located, the 

investor can file an arbitration toward the host country to a 

international arbitral institution defined in the treaty (Article 26); 

– Disputes between Contracting parties can apply arbitration rules 

of United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

(UNCITRAL) (Article 27) . 



Deferent energy transit disputes 

settlement mechanism 

• International arbitration and International adjudication 

– Advantages: rules are considerably mature and perfect, good 

platform for solving dispute peacefully.  

– Typical arbitral institution: 

• ICCCA 

• LCIA 

• HKIAC, etc.  

– High neutrality and international reputation. Dispute parties can 

to a certain extent control on dispute solving process by 

appointing arbitrators.  

– Need consensus among related States before or after the 

dispute occurs. 



Establish Multilayer dispute 

settlement mechanism 

A multilayer and differently focused 

energy transit dispute settlement 

system can meet the policy demand 

of different parties, and promote the 

peaceful settlement of energy 

disputes. 



Establish Multilayer dispute 

settlement mechanism 

• Principle of energy dispute solving 

mechanism:  

– Economic issues: international arbitration or 

adjudication; 

– Political issues: diplomatic negotiation or 

mediation; 

– Social issues: local remedy. 



Establish Multilayer dispute 

settlement mechanism 

• All the dispute settlement mechanisms are not exclusive 

• Multilayer and differently focused energy transit dispute 

settlement system can meet demand of different parties  

– Simple disputes can be screened out by using diplomatic 

negotiation and mediation, save time and cost of relevant 

parties, offer international arbitration as the last method for 

those intricate disputes.  

– Exclude disputes of great social influence from the 

international arbitration and leave them to host country’s 

local remedy. 



For example: Energy Charter Treaty 

• Treaty encourages contracting parties to settle disputes friendly 

by diplomacy and negotiation (Article 27(1)).  

• Treaty stipulates mediation mechanism in which conciliators 

appointed by secretary-general can facilitate all parties of 

dispute, and can decide provisional measures (including 

customs duties and other transit conditions) (Article 7energy 

transit (7)©).  

• Treaty’s inter-state dispute settlement mechanism, (inter-state 

arbitration), applies to energy transit disputes (Article 27(2)).  

• Scope of energy transit disputes probably overlaps with of 

energy investment disputes. Treaty also stipulates investor-state 

dispute settlement mechanism, under which private investors 

can resort the investment disputes against host country(Article 

26(1)), including investment disputes of investment 

contract(Article 10(1)), to international arbitral tribunal.  



Suggested legal framework of 
energy transit cooperation 

----Citing Center-Asia as example 



I. Resume transit protocol 

• Transit protocol can be good solution.  

• Pros: once finished, the protection scope of energy 

transit can be enlarged greatly, setting uniform rule for 

binding  countries.  

• Cons: the negotiation of energy transit protocol based on 

the Energy Charter institution can be very difficult since 

there are many member states in Energy Charter 

Organization. 



II. From a new universal transit agreement 

• Transit agreement is also a solution.  

• Pros: more freedom to draft new legal framework, 

more freedom of access, can be binding but with soft 

provisions to contracting parties once finished.  

• Cons: start from zero, negotiation may be difficult if 

more countries involved, limited in the scope applied. 



III. Start with regional cooperation 

• From the pragmatic way, we also can consider start 

from the easy one-----regional legal framework 

• Central Asia as an example.  



General idea 

• The energy cooperation of China and Central Asia countries  

advantages:  

– Close geographical locations 

– Good institutional foundation 

– Complementary economic structure.  

• China advantages: 

– Technology 

– Experience  

– Earket 

• Central Asia advantage:  

– Abundant resource.  

• Central Asia energy community, especially Central Asia 

Energy Transit Community (CAETC). 



General idea 

• Security supply oriented, be of mutual benefit. Energy secuirity: 

– Promote stable cooperation between energy import and export 

countries;  

– Ensure legislation and de-politiction of energy supply 

cooperation, and reduce the influence of non-commercial factors 

to energy cooperation;  

– Set pre-arranged plan to environmental problems caused by 

energy transit and problems of communities along the pipeline, 

enhances the transparency and tolerance of energy transit 

cooperation;  

– Set flexible price adjustment mechanism, reduce the influence of 

price fluctuations to all cooperative parties.  

– For example, China-Central Asia Gas Pipeline. 



General idea 

• Combination of legal rules and political principles.  

– Combine legal rules of high definiteness and the political 
principles of high flexibility since energy issues has high 
political sensibility. 

– In political principles. 

– In legal rules.  

– CAETC: establish multi-layered dispute settlement system. 



General idea 

• Open regionalism 

– Firstly, always open to countries out of the region to join the 
China-Central Asia cooperation framework, reduce negative 
impact of big country relations to the relations of China and 
Central Asia.  

– Secondly, China Central Asia energy cooperation should be 
an inclusivity one that benefit all stakeholders, not only 
participating countries, but also domestic private groups such 
as local enterprises, surrounding communities, etc..  

– China-Central Asia cooperation: for regional security and for 
energy supply. Indeed, the two policy can be harmonized, the 
key is Chinese energy projects should not only maintain stable 
energy supply to China, but also  benefit local communities 
(do not triggers dislike and even opposition of local 
communities),  and let the energy projects promote local 
economic development, nation reconciliation and region 
cooperation, maintain the stability of Central Asia region.  



Institutional support 

• Options of establishing Central Asia Energy Transit 

Community:  

– Shanghai Cooperation Organization  

– Energy Charter Organization 

– A new framework: “the Silk Road Energy Belt”. 



Institutional support 

• First option: the energy cooperation may constitute an important 

cooperation orientation of the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization(SCO).  

• Based on SCO’s regime, the CAETC can have a low 

constitutional cost, no need for new framework, the number of 

member states is limited, the existing cooperation basis is good--

---low political difficulty of negotiation.  

• Now, long term supply and demand situation between Russia, 

Central Asia and China has already formed, the energy 

dependence between each other escalates. China-Central Asia 

gas pipeline is the perfect model of Central Asia region energy 

cooperation.  



Institutional support 

• Chanllenge: 

• Anti-terrorist oriented 

• Not atractive to outsiders 

• China Russa cooperation is the key for success 



Institutional support 

• Second option: Energy Charter also constitutes institutional 
framework of CAETC.  

• 5 countries in Central Asia are all contracting parties of ECT, 
China also signed the political declaration of the “International 
Energy Charter” in May this year. China could consider getting 
involved more deeply in modernization process of Energy 
Charter, promotes energy transit protocol negotiation under 
Energy Charter framework.  

• As a comprehensive international organization with a core 
business of energy governance, Energy Charter’s institutional 
framework and legal framework is complete, involves many 
energy related policy topics.  

• Institutional construction cost of CAETC is low based on Energy 
Charter, with better system openness toward other countries 
and regions in the future. 



Institutional support 

• Chanllenge: 

• Many constituencies 

• Diffecult to reach concensus 



Institutional support 

• Third optioan: along with the construction of “One Belt One Road”, China 

can also boost the establishment of the “Silk Road Energy Belt”, and 

sign “Silk Road Free Trade Agreement” including energy protocol.  

– In strategy level, OBOR is China’s institutional attempt is to improve 

international economic governance. The world oil consumption 

market shifts from developed countries to emerging economies, 

China’s consumption proportion and speaking right in world new 

energy order is mal-matched, China should shift the role from a 

passive rule taker to a international energy public product provider.  

– In policy level, the Silk Road Energy Belt construction accords with 

the policy direction of China’s OBOR initiative, and is an important 

content of it, also suit well with China’s diplomatic priority direction.  

– In economy level, China’s technical and capital advantage on 

infrastructure construction, energy development, manufacturing 

industry is obvious, by contrast, Central Asia has resource 

endowment and capital shortage, so, infrastructure cooperation and 

energy resource development becomes integrating point. 



Institutional support 

• Chanllenge: 

• More investment in economic and political resourses 

• Cordinate with OBOR initiative 



Taking into account political feasibility and 

institutional advantage, in a short term, China can 

rely on the framework of Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization, bases on the institutional template of 

the Energy Charter, to design and generalize the 

institutional framework and detailed rules of Central 

Asia Energy Community. In a long term, China can 

propel systematic reform of the Energy Charter, to 

boost the Silk Road Energy Belt strategy that 

covers the Eurasia. 

Conclusion  



Principle of rule design 
• Gradual cooperation principle 

• Start from political declaration to legal rules, from non-

institutionalization cooperation to institutionalization cooperation.  

• For example, based on energy project, establish joint 

conference mechanism. Propel pragmatic rule negotiation in the 

fields that has high mutual potential national benefit and sound 

cooperation basis. Boost political declaration in the fields that 

has big difference in opinion. Consider establishing institutional 

organization, such as work group, to impel the legal rule 

negotiations.  

• Develop multiform bilateral and multilateral cooperation through 

flexible and pragmatic means, reduce the geopolitics anxiety of 

related countries, endeavor to attract more countries to accept 

and participate CAETC construction. 



Principle of rule design 

• Tolerant cooperation principlec 

• Realize stakeholders’ balance between rights and interests as 

much as possible, bring relevant national governments, 

enterprises, local communities into the process of rule design 

and dispute settlement.  

• For example, establishing cooperation and dialogue mechanism 

between governments, enterprises, and society; enhances the 

transparency of rule design, institution implementation and 

dispute settlement, issue relevant information to the public 

regularly; constructs regional information early warning and 

coordination mechanism, improves the response speed of 

accidents. 



Principle of rule design 

• Legal cooperation principle 

• Offering clear beforehand rules to market 

participants, reduce transaction cost of energy 

market participants, and enhance competitiveness 

and negotiation ability of all parties of CAETC in 

international energy market.  



Principle of rule design 

• Legal cooperation principle 

• For example, in CAETC construction, we may consider: 

– Set up Central Asia region energy pricing mechanisms, 

establish prospective pricing mechanisms and supporting 

system, encourage member states to proceed long time 

and stable cooperation;  

– Establish coordination mechanism of energy demand, 

supply and transit, encourage member states to 

coordinate in the aspects of pricing, transit access 

conditions and technical standard, encourage every sides 

to integrate international energy transit with domestic 

transit system;  

– Establish regional technology trading platform and 

intellectual property protection system, promote 

integrative development of energy resources’ “up-middle-

down streams”, shorten the converting period from 

resources and technology to economic benefits. 



Current energy Cooperation 
between China and Central Asia 
and Cooperation history between 

Energy Charter and China 

 



After a period of experiment and light collaboration in the last two decades, the energy 

cooperation between China and Central Asia countries has now entered a more stable and 

mature phase 
1 Oil and Natural 

Gas Exploitation 

2 

CNPC: Leading role in Central Asian 

Countries 

Sinopec and CNOOC are also active in 

downstream 

Breakthrough in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan 

and Tajikistan  

3 

The relationship could be 

characterized by  following: 

 Extension and 

diversification of value 

chain 

 More diverse energy 

cooperation in terms of 

ownership and contractual 

structures 

 The emergence of multi-

dimensional frameworks 

and mechanism for 

cooperation 

 A growing tendency for 

Chinese enterprises  to 

seek western partnership in 

energy investment 

 

Energy cooperation in Central Asian Countries 

4 

5 

6 

Pipelines 

China-Kazakhstan Oil Pipeline 

China-Central Asia Gas Pipeline Phase 2 

China-Central Asia Gas Pipeline A, B,C 

China-Central Asia Gas Pipeline D (under 

construction) 

Hydropower 

and Power Grid 

Most are EPC contracts 

Securing electricity supply in Xinjiang 

Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan  

 

 

 

 

 

Uranium 

Exploration and 

Trade 
Wind and 

Photovoltaic  

powe 
Thermal Power  

Mainly in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan 

 

 

 

 

 

Kazakh leading role in wind power 

Turkmen and Uzbek leading role in PV 

 

 

 

 

 

MoU and EPC（Engineering Procurement 

Construction）  



First contact with NDRC 

China was invited to become a non-signatory observer country.  

First secondee from CNPC arrived at the ECS 
 

 

1998 

2001 

2003 

Milestones of cooperation between China and Energy Charter 

59 

2012 
NEA delegation headed by Vice Administrator of NEA 

represented at the 23rd Energy Charter Conference in Poland. 

2013-2014 

May 20th, 2015 

3 visits of SG to China, constructive bilateral meetings with 

NDRC, NEA, MFA, CNPC, State Grid, ERI and CASS. 

Approval for CNPC’s application for the membership of 

Industry Advisory Panel.  

China signed the International Energy Charter at Hague 
Conference, becoming a veritable signatory observer 
 

 



Thank you for your attention! 
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